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Abstract

"A-type" surface steps on GaAs(001) have edges parallel to the direction of the A s - A s dimers. We identify here two
series of A step structures on this surface: the "groove structures" and the "double bilayer height steps". Both can be
thought as being obtained by cleaving the fiat 2 x 4 surfaces into two bilayer height step segments and reassembling these
segments into step structures. The relative stabilities of these two step structures and their stabilities with respect to other low
energy A step structures are examined using our newly developed method of "linear combination of structural motifs". We
find that (i) for a given separation S (in units of surface atomic spacing a s) between the two step segments the grooves are
more stable than the double bilayer steps; (ii) the S = 1 A groove is predicted to be the most stable A groove structure,
whereas (iii) the S = 0 double A step is predicted to be the most stable A step structure over a wide range of the Ga
chemical potential.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

The nominally flat GaAs(001) surface exhibits a
range of reconstruction patterns depending on the
anion-to-cation ratio. Recent STM experiments [ 1 - 6 ]
and calculations [7,8] have shown that the anion rich
/3 2(2 X 4) reconstruction is stable over a wide range
of atomic chemical potentials. This reconstruction
(Fig. l a ) involves the formation of A s - A s dimers:
the top surface layer has two missing dimers for each
four dimers in a row. A third A s - A s dimer is present
in the second subsurface layer, inside the trough left
by the missing dimers in the top layer. Despite the
fact that reconstructed, nominally flat surfaces represent the l o w e s t e n e r g y surface configurations as
revealed by surface annealing experiments [9], sur-
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face steps tend to form during growth. There are two
commonly observed [9-11] steps on GaAs(001) those
with step edges parallel to the direction of the A s - A s
dimers ( " A s t e p s " ) and those with step edges perpendicular to the dimer direction ( " B steps"). One
can envision a large number of atomic models for
these steps. Some of the simple models have been
discussed in Ref. [12]. W e showed [12] that while the
formation of both A and B steps from a nominally
flat GaAs(001)-/32(2 X 4) surface requires an investm e n t of energy (i.e., the formation energies are
positive), the formation energies of the simple model
A steps are lower than those of B steps. W e report
here on two types of A steps that are predicted to
have particularly low formation energies. Both can
be described starting from the atomic structure of the
/32(2 X 4) reconstruction by noting that this surface
contains an atomic trough within each unit cell (see
Fig. la). " C l e a v i n g " this structure along " c l e a v a g e
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line 1" inside the trough (dashed line in Fig. la)
leads to a primitive AI(r) and a primitive AII(1) step
(Fig. lb) where the indices r and 1 indicate the right
and left step orientations, respectively. One can alternatively form the mirror images of these steps (denoted here by AI(1) and AII(r) steps, see Fig. l c) by
cleaving at the "cleavage line 2 " . These "primitive
steps" lead naturally to two different series of step
structures on GaAs(001)-/32(2 × 4) surfaces:
(i) The AI + All (S) grooves: This series of groove
structures is formed by inserting S units of " f l a t "
/32(2 X 4) surface unit cells between the AI(r) and
AII(I) primitive steps (see Fig. l b). The inserted flat
surface segments are lower by one bilayer height
unit relative to the starting surface. The resulting
structure is a bilayer height groove with two steps
and a net zero height variation in going across the
groove. We illustrate in Fig. 2a the S = 1 groove.
Note that in the limit of S -- 0, one recovers from the
AI + A I I (S) grooves the ordinary /32(2 X 4) surface. Grooves represent an important part of the
realistic stepped surfaces.
(ii) The double (bilayer height) A (S) steps: One
can also combine the AI(r) step of Fig. l b with an
AII(r) step of Fig. lc. This leads to the " S = 0
double bilayer height A step" shown in Fig. 2b.
Note that different from the A grooves, here the
AI(r) + AII(r) combination (not shown) has a slightly
higher energy than the A I I ( r ) + AI(r) combination
(shown in Fig. 2b). In analogy with the AI + A I I (S)
grooves, here too one can insert between the AI and
AII segments S units of the " f l a t " /32(2 X 4) surface unit cells. In contrast to the AI + A I I (S)
grooves, however, the net height variation across the
double A steps is two, instead of zero, bilayers.
Thus, this structure does not become a /32(2 X 4)
structure at S = 0.
In this work, we calculate the formation energies
of the AI + A I I grooves and the double A steps as a
function of S. We find that while the formation
energy increases monotonically with S, at a fixed S
the AI + A I I groove is more stable than the corresponding double A step. Comparing to other candidate groove and single step structures, our calculation shows that over a large range of the Ga chemical potential, /d,Ga the S = 1 AI + A I I groove is the
most stable " A groove structure" whereas the S = 0
double A step is the most stable " A step structure".
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Fig. 1. Top and side views of(a) a /32(2 X 4) surface unit cell, (b)
the At(r) All(l) step pair, and (c) the All(r) and AI(1) step pair.
The open and filled circles are As and Ga atoms, respectively. In
progressing from the top surface into the surface interior, the sizes
of these atoms decrease. The numbers indicated in the side views
show the charge Q for surface atoms. The thicker bond lines
indicate surface bonds shown in the top view.
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2. Method

flat GaAs(001) surfaces [14] and on bulk point defects [15]. First, a relatively large collection of
calculated surface structures and bulk point defects
can be built from a limited number of recurring local
"structural motifs", including (in GaAs) tetrahedrally bonded Ga and As, threefold coordinated
pyramidal As, threefold coordinated planar Ga, and
twofold coordinated bridge site Ga. Second, the
atomic structure that corresponds to a stable surface

In a previous paper [13] we have described the
method of " l i n e a r combination of structural motifs"
(LCSM) for calculating surface and surface step
formation energies. Here, we give a brief description
of the method, as applied to A steps on GaAs(001).
The method is based on two observations distilled
from previous ab initio geometry optimizations on
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Fig. 2. Top and side views of (a) the S = 1 AI + All groove and (b) the S = 0 double A step. The dashed lines show profiles of the stepped
surfaces when the atomic troughs of the "flat" /32(2 × 4) surfaces are ignored. The open and filled circles are As and Ga atoms,
respectively, with decreasing sizes from surface into bulk.
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is such that (i) the surface band gap levels are
emptied and (ii) oppositely charged, miscoordinated
atomic sites charge-compensate each other. In the
simplest cases, these atomic sites form charge compensated " d o n o r - a c c e p t o r " pairs. As results, the
total energy of a system (or a structure) o- ( = bulk
point defects, surfaces or steps) can be written as

where each term is a difference with respect to tro.
Here, AE(or,/~R) is only a function of the atomic
chemical potential, /ZCa and P'As, and not a function
of the electron chemical potential, Ate , due to surface
charge compensation, A N ~ - 0. In addition, under
thermal equilibrium between surface and bulk GaAs,
the chemical potentials of Ga and As satisfy

E( o',/z R) = ELCSM( cr ) + EM, d( cr ) + ER( o-,/x R ),
(1)

~6~ +/ZAs = - - A H ,

where
ELCSM(O-) = E WM(Cr)eM

(2)

M

is a linear combination of structural motif energies
e M with Wg(O-) being the frequency of occurrence
of motif M in the structure or. We use the same
characteristic motif energy e M for motif M, irrespective of the identity of its neighbors. The effects of
different nearest neighbor atoms are implemented
through two-site " w r o n g b o n d " motifs and by the
long range interactions described electrostatically by
a Madelung energy,

1 y,f
EMad(O') ~---7"~ ij

QiQj

[ei-Rjl"

(3)

Here, Qi is the charge of the ith atom at position R i
resulting from adherence to the octet rule [13], and e
is the effective dielectric constant. The last term in
Eq. (1) is the "reservoir energy"
ER(O',/XR) = E/ZRN R.

(4)

We assume that the system o- is in equilibrium with
a reservoir R, containing NG~ of free Ga atoms and
NA~ of free As atoms with chemical potentials /ZGa
and /ZA~, and Ne of free electrons with a Fermi
energy ~e" The term of Eq. (4) is needed in order to
account for both material and electron balance in a
chemical reaction from a reference system o-o to
system o-, o-o ~ o-.
For surfaces and surface steps, the formation energy of the system o- relative to o-o is

AE((r,lZR)
~ E ( O ' , / ~ R ) -- E ( O ' 0 , / Z R )

= AE

sM(O-) + aEM.d(O-) +

(5)

(6)

where A H = 0.92 eV is the calculated heat of formation of GaAs [7]. Eq. (6) allows us to express the
formation energy A E(o-,tz R) as a function of the Ga
chemical potential, /ZGa alone. Note that the limit
t./.Ga = 0 corresponds to the Ga-rich limit. The more
negative is /ZCa, the more " A s - r i c h " or " G a - p o o r "
is the surface. The As-rich limit can be reached when
P-oa = - A H = - 0.92 eV.
For each surface, or step structure tr we know
{w M} (by counting motifs), as well as {N R} (by
counting atoms and electrons) and the charge {Qi}
(by applying the octet rule). The unknowns are the
surface dielectric constant e~ and the motif energies
{EM}. These were obtained in Ref. [13] by fitting Eq.
(1) to a set of pseudopotential local density approximation (LDA) calculations on bulk point defects and
on nominally flat GaAs(001) surfaces. The pseudopotential calculations on surfaces involve relaxing
all atoms coordinates to zero-force positions. At
these equilibrium geometry, not all bond lengths and
angles have the ideal bulk value, so in this sense the
surface is atomically strained. Since the pseudopotential total energies pertain to strained surfaces, the
motif energies extracted from the pseudopotential
energies do include strain effects. However, any
long range macroscopic strain effects associated with
the steps are precluded. The reliability of the LCSM
approach was tested by its ability to reproduce the
energies of independently calculated L D A surface
structures (see below) and surface steps (detailed in
Ref. [13]).
Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the surface formation energies on Ga chemical potential as obtained
by first-principles calculations (Part a) and by the
LCSM method (Part b). The stoichiometric a ( 2 × 4)
surface is used here as a reference. From Eqs. (1)
and (4), surface formation energy is a linear function
of /xGa. Positive slopes indicate As-rich surfaces
whereas negative slopes indicate Ga-rich surfaces.
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Fig. 3. GaAs(001) surface formation energies in units of (1 X l)

surface area are shown as a function of the Ga chemical potential:
(a) LDA results from Refs. [7,14] and (b) the LCSM results from
Ref. [13]. The energy of the ol(2x4) surface is used here as
reference. The range of the Ga chemical potential is indicated here
by two vertical dashed lines at which either solid As or solid Ga
will start to deposit on the surface, thus prohibiting any further
change in ~Ca"

Taking the /32(2 X 4) structure as an example, it is
unstable for excessive As-rich surfaces, i.e., P'Ca <
--0.64 eV. For - 0 . 6 4 eV < P-G, < - 0 . 2 eV, the
/32(2 X 4) structure is stable. At /~G, = - - 0 . 2 eV,
transition from /32(2 X 4) to a ( 2 X 4) takes place.
Only the energies of the /32(4 X 2), c(8 X 2) and
c(2 X 2) surfaces were fitted in the LCSM calculations whereas all others are predicted with an overall
accuracy of _+0.05 eV per surface atom.
Once the parameters were obtained, Eq. (1) allows us to evaluate the formation energy of complicated surface and surface step structures, as detailed
in Refs. [13,16]. The flat /32(2 X 4) surface (Fig.
la), the AI + A I I grooves (Fig. 2a), and the double
A steps (Fig. 2b) represent a special set of structures
on the surface having identical surface motifs {M}
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and identical motifs frequencies {o9M} (i.e., chemically identical). As a consequence, in constructing
the AI + AII grooves and the double A steps from
the /32(2 X 4) surface, we do not need to transfer
any atom between the surfaces and atomic reservoirs.
In other words, the formation energies of the AI +
AII grooves and the double A steps from the parent
/32(2 X 4) flat surface are independent of the atomic
chemical potential, /XOa. The only term in Eq. (1)
responsible for the energy differences among this set
of structures is thus the Madelung term A EM, d for
which the numerical uncertainty is exceedingly small.
Note, however, that other step structures considered
in Section 3.2 have contributions from all terms of
Eq. (1). The uncertainty here is estimated to be
+0.03 eV per unit (1 X ) bilayer step.
In the following, we will discuss, as an example,
how the point charges Qi which enter the calculation
of A EMad for the /32(2 X 4) surface, the AI + A I I
grooves, and the double A steps are derived using
the octet rule. There exist four different types of
motifs on these surfaces: denoting coordination number by superscripts, these include fourfold coordinated bulk Ga (41 and As (41 atoms, and threefold
coordinated surface G a (31 and As (31 atoms. Note that
a Ga t41 atom has four bonds, 3 valence electrons and
a nuclear charge of 3 + . The octet rule states that
the G a (41 atom contributes 3 / 4 electron to each of its
four bonds, thereby maintaining a local charge neutrality. Similarly, a fourfold coordinated As (a) atom
has 5 valence electrons and a nuclear charge of 5 + ;
the As (41 atom thus contributes 5 / 4 electrons to its
four bonds becoming also locally neutral, i.e.
Ga (41 --o Q = 0
As (41 --~ Q -- 0.

(7)

In calculating the charges on the surface atoms,
we maintain the above bulk "partition rule". Thus a
surface Ga (31 atom, with three bulk As °) nearest
neighbors, contributes a total of 3 × 3 / 4 electrons to
the three bulk G a - A s bonds, leaving behind 3 - 3 X
3 / 4 = 3 / 4 electron in the fourth (dangling) bond. In
contrast, a surface As (31 atom, with two bulk G a (41
and one surface As (31 nearest neighbors, contributes
a total of 2 X 5/'4 + 1 = 7/'2 electrons to the two
bulk G a - A s bonds and the one surface A s - A s bond.
Here, we assume that the two As atoms in an A s - A s
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0.15

dimer are indistinguishable, thus each contributes
one electron to the dimer bond. This leaves behind
5 - 7 / 2 = 3 / 2 electrons in the As dangling bond. It
is well known [8] that the G a (3) dangling bond orbital
is located near the bulk conduction band minimum,
whereas the A s (3) dangling bond orbital is located
near the bulk valence band maximum. Here, the
octet rule states that by donating 3 / 4 electron, the
Ga (3) dangling bond orbital is fully emptied. Conversely, by acquiring 1 / 2 electron, the As (3) dangling bond orbital becomes completely full. This
leads to
Ga (3) ---->Q = + 3 / 4
As O) ~ Q = - 1 / 2 .

(8)

The charge assignments for the /32(2 × 4) surface,
and the primitive AI and AII steps are shown in the
lower part of Figs. l a - l c . With these assignments,
one can show that the primitive AI and AII steps
have a charge density 'ITA1 = -{- ¼/(1 × ) and T~AII=
] / ( 1 × ) , respectively. Here, (1 × ) denotes the
separation between two nearest neighbor surface
atoms of an unrelaxed GaAs(001) surface along the
A step edge, a s = a~ ¢~ where a is the GaAs bulk
lattice constant. Since T~A1 Jr- ')TAIl~ O , both the AI +
AII grooves and the double A steps are always
charge neutral.

0.1
LU

~ 0.05

,?

SValues
Fig. 4. Step formation energy versus the S parameter for the
AI + All grooves and the double A steps. The reference energy is
that of the flat /32(2 X 4) surface.

restricting the index i in Eq. (3) to an AI step
whereas j represents an AII step, and vice versa)
interactions. This leads to
EMad(O') =

i~I

Fig. 4 shows the formation energy of the AI + A I I
grooves and the double A steps for S = 0,1,2 with
respect to the fiat /32(2 × 4) surface. We see from
Fig. 4 the following:
(i) The magnitude of the formation energy: The
formation energies at small S are in the range of
< 0.05 eV.
(ii) Trends in the formation energies: The formation energy increases monotonically with S. This is
because the interaction between the AI and All steps
is attractive. To see this, we rewrite Eq. (3) in terms
of intra- (i.e., restricting the indices i and j in Eq.
(3) to either AI or to All steps) and inter-step (i.e.,

j~A1

QiQj )

+ i ~EA I j ~EA I I 1~7~il -

(9)

The first term in Eq. (9) (the intra-step Coulombic
interaction) is independent of the step separation
parameter S. Thus, only the second term is responsible for the change in Madelung energy, i.e.,

1(

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of the AI + AH groove and double
A step energies

AI+AIGrooves~
I

O3

AEMad(O') = -6

i

e,e,

£
1 j~AII

I n , - Rjl[o-]

Q'Q'
-

Y',

E

i~AI j ~ A I I

iei_ejl[o_0]

)
•

(10)

In most cases, the separation between the AI and AII
steps (L = 4asS where S = 0,1,2,...) is much larger
than the separation between any two adjacent point
charges within each of the steps ( = as). Hence, we
will approximate in Eq. (10) the point charge distribution for each step by a line of charge of constant
density, rtAE= + ¼/(1 X ) for the AI step and r/AN =
¼/(1 X ) = --r/A l for the AII step. Denoting by
L n the separation between the two charged lines,
then
2(r/a,) 2
A EMad( O" ) =

E

logc(Lo/L,,o),

(11)
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by two monolayers along the [001] direction (see
Fig. 2a). For large S, however, the relative difference
between L o and L (defined as ( L n - L ) / L ) becomes
negligibly small for both the AI + A I I grooves and
the double A steps. Hence, one can replace L o in Eq.
(11) by L. As results, the formation energies of both
the AI + All grooves and the double A steps diverge
logarithmically with L (or equivalently with S).
(iii) The relative stability between the A1 + A l l
grooves and the double A steps: As a result of a

where the subscript 0 denotes the reference surface.
Note that L n is the actual spatial separation of the
two charged lines whereas L = 4 a s S is only an
in-(001)plane measure of the separation between the
AI and AII steps. For example, for a given S the
AI + All groove and the double A step would have
the same L. On the other hand, Ln for the double A
step is always larger than L n for the AI + A I I
groove because the two charged lines in the double
A step are not in the same (001) plane but are offset
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Fig. 5. Top and side views of the low energy bilayer A step models. The open and filled circles are As and Ga atoms, respectively, with
decreasing sizes from surface into bulk. The bonds of surface adatoms, antisites and those atoms left by the surface vacancies are
highlighted with thicker lines.
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slightly larger L,7 for the double A steps than L, for
the AI + A I I grooves at a fixed S, the energy of an
AI + AII groove is always slightly lower, although
the difference approaches zero for large enough S,
than that of the corresponding double A step.
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3.2. Comparison with other A steps and grooves
To compare the formation energies of the AI + A I I
grooves and the double A steps with other competitive A grooves and A steps, we show in Fig. 5
several structural models for low energy single bilayer A steps. These step models are derived from
charged primitive AI and AII steps with surface
charge compensation. For a given primitive A step,
say AI, there are a number of ways to achieve
surface charge compensation. The resulting derivative steps are thus named here AI-n with n =
1,2,3 . . . . etc. In contrast to the double A steps the
derivative steps in Fig. 5 contain surface adatoms
and native defects: The AI-1 step (4a) contains a
threefold coordinated Ga adatom for every four step
units (4x). The AI-2 step (4b) has a pair of surface
Ga and As atoms missing for every 4a,. The AII-1
step (4c) contains a twofold coordinated Ga adatom
per four step units whereas the AII-2 step in (4d)
combines a surface As antisite with a threefold coordinated Ga adatom. As results, all three terms in Eq.
(1), not just the Madelung term, enter the calculation
of the formation energy. The construction and the
calculation of the formation energies, although
straightforward, involve lengthy discussions. The details are given elsewhere [16]. For simplicity, we
have avoided using here the step orientation indices i
and r of Section 1.
Fig. 6a compares as a function of the Ga chemical
potential /zca the formation energies of the S = 0
and S = 1 double bilayer height A steps with those
of the single bilayer height A step models in Fig. 5.
These energies have been normalized to per 1 X and
per bilayer step height. In other words, the formation
energies of the double A steps in Fig. 6a equal the
usual steps formation energies per unit step divided
by two. While the energies of the double A steps are
independent of /.t~,, the energies of the single bilayer A steps are in general a function of /xG~. A
positive slope in Fig. 6a implies that the corresponding step structure is more As-rich than the underly-
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Fig. 6. Step formation energy versus Ga chemical potential for (a)
the double A steps and (b) the AI + A l l grooves. The reference
energy is that of the flat /32(2X4) surface. For comparison, the
energies of the competing low energy A steps (of Fig. 5) and A
grooves are also shown.

ing flat /32(2 X 4) surface whereas a negative slope
implies, instead, a more Ga-rich step. Excluding for
a moment the "stoichiometric" S = 0 and S = 1
double A steps (heavy lines in Fig. 6), we see that
the Ga-rich AI-1 step is stable for - 0 . 4 4 </zc~ <
- 0 . 2 eV, followed by the Ga-rich AI-2 step stable
for - 0 . 6 5 </.taa < - 0 . 4 4 eV, and finally the Asrich AII-2 step is stable for - 0 . 7 < P~Ga < - 0 . 6 5
eV. The S = 0 double A step, on the other hand, is
stable for - 0 . 7 </£Ga <~ - - 0 " 2 9 eV, thus excluding
the AI-2 and AII-2 steps from our overall stability
diagram. The chemical potential window for the
S = 0 double A step covers a large portion of the Ga
chemical potential range ( - 0 . 7 </.t~a < - 0 . 2 eV)
over which the /32(2 X 4) surface is stable (see Fig.
3). For S > 1, however, the single bilayer steps are
more stable than the double A steps. Using the data
presented in Fig. 6a, one can also show that the
S = 0 double A step is stable with respect to any
combination of the isolated, non-interacting (AI-n)
+ (AII-m) pairs, i.e., the (AI-1) + (AII-1), (AI-1) +
(AII-2), (AI-2) + ( A I I - 1) and (AI-2) + (AII-2) pairs.
The formation energies of the AI + A I I grooves
are shown in Fig. 6b. The energies here are also
normalized to eV per 1 X and per bilayer step height
so that Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b can be compared directly.
We compare the formation energies of the S = 1
AI + A I I groove to three low energy ( A I - n ) + (AIIm) grooves made of the AI-n and AII-m derivative
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steps in Fig. 5 where m , n = 1,2. We denote these
grooves in Fig. 6b as: (1) Ga-rich ( A I - 1 ) + (AII-1),
(2) Ga-rich ( A I - 2 ) + (AII-I) and (3) As-rich (AI-2)
+ (AII-2) grooves, respectively. Note that the S = 0
AI + All groove is nothing but the flat /32(2 x 4)
surface. We see from Fig. 6b that the S = 1 AI + All
groove is stable for - 0 . 7 < ~Ga < --0.35 eV, thus
eliminating (2) and (3) from being stable A grooves.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 6b that the remaining
stable (I) (AI-1) + (All-l) groove for - 0 . 3 5 </XGa
< - 0 . 2 eV contains the AII-1 step segment which
as a single A step is never stable (see Fig. 6a).
In view of the positive but low formation energies
for the lowest energy S = 0 double A ( A E = 0.025
eV) and for the S = 1 AI + A I I groove ( A E = 0.074
eV) with respect to the epitaxial growth temperature
of typically 800 K ( - 0.075 eV), we expect that one
should be able to identify experimentally such multiple step structures on GaAs(001) surfaces. It appears
that previous STM work on GaAs(001) were largely
focused on the stability of single bilayer height steps
[10,11,17], although it has been reported that multibilayer height steps also exist during MOCVD growth
[18,19]. This suggests the following possibilities: (i)
Entropy effects could be important, i.e., the calculated T = 0 formation energy here does not include
the configuration entropy which at elevated temperatures tends to favor single bilayer steps than multiple
steps. (ii) The growth conditions used in experimental studies do not favor the formation of the multiple
steps. (iii) Groove and double step structures were
not carefully examined so far.

4. Summary
In this paper, we have examined two special types
of step structures, the AI + A I I grooves and the
double A steps. They are special since the basic units
of these step structures can be made by "cleaving"
the underlying /3(2 X 4) surface unit cell. No other
surface modification such as atomic attachment (e.g.,
adatom) or detachment (e.g., vacancy formation) is
involved. We demonstrated that these steps have
potentially low formation energies since their formation from the /32(2 X 4) surface involve no change
in chemical species (reflected in the LCSM ap-
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proach, A wM = 0 and AN R = 0). Our calculation
showed indeed that both the S = 1 AI + All groove
and the S = 0 double A step are the most stable step
configurations over a wide range of the Ga chemical
potential.
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